
The Cape

1. Interjection

2. Preposition

3. Pronoun - Single Person

4. Same Pronoun - Single Person

5. Noun - Plural

6. Same Noun - Plural

7. Noun

8. Adjective

9. Animal

10. Verb - Base Form

11. Type Of Vehicle - Proper Noun

12. Building

13. Celebrity - Possessive Noun

14. Number

15. Same Building

16. Noun

17. Adverb - Ly

18. Same Animal

19. Conjunction

20. Plural Animal
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The Cape

A person wearing a small, tight, and rainbow cape walked up to you and said, " Interjection ". They were

Preposition a big stuffed unicorn so you thought that Pronoun - Single Person was weird. Then

Same Pronoun - Single Person screamed, "Makeet-ran Noun - Plural !" All of a sudden it started raining

Same Noun - Plural on your head, and you picked one up. You ate it. After that you threw another one at the

caped person. They got hit in the face with it, then magically they turned into a Noun . A second later a

Adjective Animal came up and gobbled them, in one bite. It spat out the cape though, so you

picked it up and tied it around your neck.

You attempted to Verb - Base Form away from a Type of Vehicle - Proper Noun that came out of no where.

Yet it hit you and made you fly into a Building . You got up just when Celebrity - Possessive Noun

butler came and took a photo of you. They asked you to pay $ Number to them and then they will delete

the picture of you ruining the Same Building . You give them a(n) Noun Adverb - ly flew

away into the sunset. With the Same Animal , that also managed to fly, Conjunction it is now huge.

But the sun was too bright for you so only you flew back down, you met someone on the road. They didn't have

a cape on so you understood them as an evil person that has come from space to hunt Plural Animal on

earth. You attempt to scream a spell at them but suddenly everything goes black.

When you opened your eyes, you were in the stomach of a dinosaur. Oh, you also lost your cape.
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